Midterm Teaching Survey

Instructions to Student

In this survey I am asking you to assess my specific classroom behaviors for use in instructional analysis and improvement for this course. A midterm assessment is more likely to affect how this particular course is being taught than one administered at the end of the semester. Please try to be both thoughtful and candid in your written responses so as to maximize the value of feedback.

Your comments should reflect that type of teaching you think is best for this particular course and your particular learning style. Try to assess each issue independently rather than letting your overall impression of the instructor determine each individual section. If you need additional space please use the back of the sheet.

1) Clarity of teaching

2) Effectiveness of teaching style

3) Course organization and structure

4) Pacing of course presentations and activities

5) Clarity and appropriateness of course assignments and grading criteria

6) Quality of interpersonal relations between you and me

7) Quality of interpersonal relations between you and your fellow students

8) Please identify those aspects of the course you have found most useful or valuable for learning.